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We consider two non-statistical definitions of entropy for
dynamic (non-stationary) black holes in spherical symmetry.
The first is analogous to the original Clausius definition of
thermodynamic entropy: there is a first law containing an
energy-supply term which equals surface gravity times a total
differential. The second is Wald’s Noether-charge method,
adapted to dynamic black holes by using the Kodama flow.
Both definitions give the same answer for Einstein gravity:
one-quarter the area of the trapping horizon.
04.70.-s
It is widely believed that black holes possess a gravi-
tational entropy, given in Einstein gravity by A/4, where
A is the black-hole area and units are such that c = G =
h¯ = k = 1. The original reasoning stemmed from two dis-
coveries: (i) Hawking’s result [1] that for stationary black
holes, quantum fields radiate with a thermal spectrum at
temperature κ/2π, where κ is the surface gravity of the
black hole; and (ii) previously discovered properties of
stationary black holes [2] which are analogous to the laws
of thermodynamics, in particular a first law of the form
δm = κδA/8π plus work terms, where δ is a perturba-
tion of a stationary black-hole solution of mass m. This
has been called the first law of black-hole statics to stress
that it concerns stationary black holes [3]. Most discus-
sions of black-hole entropy concern the stationary case,
which is analogous to thermostatics rather than thermo-
dynamics. Since entropy is a fundamental quantity in
thermodynamics and not just thermostatics, one expects
that dynamic (i.e. non-stationary) black holes should also
possess an entropy.
This leads to two questions about potential generaliza-
tions of the above facts. (i) Do dynamic black holes have
a local Hawking temperature in some sense? (ii) Is there
a first law of black-hole dynamics? The latter question
was recently answered in Ref. [3] in spherical symme-
try. The method is based on earlier work which defined
dynamic black holes in terms of trapping horizons and
derived a corresponding second law of black-hole dynam-
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ics [4]. Moreover, this first law of black-hole dynamics is
encoded in a unified first law which also encodes a first
law of relativistic thermodynamics. A possible answer to
the former question was also suggested, by a local defini-
tion of surface gravity for a dynamic black hole. Whether
this really determines a local Hawking temperature is still
unknown.
It is generally thought that black-hole entropy should
have a statistical origin, presumably in a quantum the-
ory of gravity. This is, of course, due to the definition
of entropy in statistical mechanics. However, it should
be remembered that the original concept of entropy was
not statistical [5]. The original argument of Clausius was
that, in a cyclic reversible process, the total heat sup-
ply δQ divided by temperature ϑ should vanish. Thus in
any reversible process, δQ/ϑ should be the total differ-
ential dS of a state function S, the entropy. Moreover,
in irreversible processes, there should be a second law
dS ≥ δQ/ϑ. The heat supply also occurs in a first law
dU = δQ + δW , where U is the internal energy and δW
the work being done. These are basic laws of thermo-
dynamics as stated in typical textbooks and originally
formulated by Clausius before the invention of statisti-
cal mechanics. In this article, we argue that there is a
similar concept of entropy for dynamic black holes, sug-
gested by the mathematical structure of the unified first
law: it contains an energy-supply term which equals sur-
face gravity times a total differential.
The relevant quantities and equations in spherical sym-
metry may be summarized as follows. The area A or
areal radius r =
√
A/4π of the spheres of symmetry de-
termines the 1-form
k = ∗dr (1)
where d is the exterior derivative and ∗ is the Hodge oper-
ator of the two-dimensional space normal to the spheres
of symmetry. Henceforth, 1-forms and their vector duals
with respect to the space-time metric will not be distin-
guished. Then k is the divergence-free vector introduced
by Kodama [6], which generates a preferred flow of time
and is a dynamic analogue of a stationary Killing vector
[3]. The active gravitational energy or mass is
E = (1− dr · dr)r/2 (2)
where the dot denotes contraction. Misner & Sharp [7]
originally defined E and Ref. [8] described its physical
properties. The dynamic surface gravity
1
κ = ∗dk/2 (3)
was defined in Ref. [3] by analogy with the standard def-
inition of stationary surface gravity. This reference also
introduced two invariants of the energy tensor T : the
energy density (work density)
w = −trT/2 (4)
and the energy flux (localized Bondi flux)
ψ = T · dr + wdr (5)
where tr denotes the the two-dimensional normal trace.
One may say that (A, k) are the basic kinematic quan-
tities, (E, κ) the gravitational quantities and (w,ψ) the
relevant matter quantities. Instead of ψ one may also use
the divergence-free energy-momentum vector [3,6,8]
j = ∗ψ + wk. (6)
Finally, the relevant components of the Einstein equation
are [3]
E = r2κ+ 4πr3w (7)
and [8]
Aj = ∗dE. (8)
The latter may be rewritten as
dE = Aψ + wdV (9)
where V = 4
3
πr3 is the areal volume. This is the unified
first law of Ref. [3]. One may regard wdV as a type
of work and Aψ as an energy supply, analogous to heat
supply δQ =
∮
q, where q is the heat flux. The energy
supply can be written as
Aψ =
κdA
8π
+ rd
(
E
r
)
. (10)
The second term vanishes when projected along a black-
hole horizon, defined as in Refs. [3,4,8] by a trapping
horizon: a hypersurface where dr is null, so that E = r/2.
This also occurs for any hypersurface on which E/r is
constant, thereby covering any smooth space-time. The
key point is that the first term is the product of surface
gravity κ and a total differential. Identifying κ/2π as a
temperature, this total differential therefore determines a
Clausius entropyA/4. Note that this stems from a purely
mathematical property of the energy supply occuring in
the first law. The restriction to spherical symmetry will
be removed in forthcoming work [9].
Wald [10] also gave a definition of entropy
S = 2π
∮
Q|κ=1 (11)
where Q henceforth denotes a Noether charge 2-form ob-
tained from a certain type of Lagrangian. For Einstein
gravity, Iyer & Wald [11] found Qab = −ǫabcd∇
cξd/16π,
where ǫ is the space-time volume form and ξ is a gener-
ating vector for the diffeomorphisms which is taken to be
the Killing vector of a stationary black hole. In spher-
ical symmetry, we propose using the Kodama vector k
for ξ to give an alternative definition of the entropy of
dynamic black holes. This prescription effectively corre-
sponds to also replacing ξ by k in S2 of Jacobsen et al.
[12], cf. Koga & Maeda [13]. Then either from the above
expression for Q or equivalently from the reduced action
[14] by Wald’s method,
∮
Q =
Aκ
8π
(12)
where the integral is over a sphere of symmetry. The
same formula holds on a Killing horizon in terms of the
usual stationary quantities, though it does not seem to
have been given explicitly in previous references [10–13].
Thus the Wald-Kodama entropy is
S = A/4. (13)
So both definitions agree. The motivations also seem
similar, since Wald’s construction involved a first law
of black-hole statics based on perturbations δ of a sta-
tionary solution. However, this involved effectively tak-
ing δκ = 0, leading to the suggestive formula δ
∮
Q =
κδA/8π. This seems questionable since it trivializes the
simplest first law for Schwarzschild black holes, δm =
κδA/8π, where κ = 1/4m and A = 16πm2. A way to
resolve this is suggested in an accompanying paper [15].
This agreement suggests that some combination of the
two methods may be useful in general, assuming neither
stationarity nor Einstein gravity. In this respect we re-
mark only that some of the key equations have a simi-
lar structure, with (ψ, ∗j, E/A, rw, ∗1) corresponding to
what Iyer & Wald called 2(Θ, J,Q,W ·ξ, 16πX), averaged
over a sphere. A full correspondence seems to require a
restriction on the type of Lagrangian.
In summary, we have considered two definitions of en-
tropy for dynamic black holes in spherical symmetry. For
Einstein gravity, both have the same simple form A/4 as
for stationary black holes. This is remarkable given that
one might have expected significant complications in dy-
namic cases. One of the definitions is a direct analogue
of the original Clausius concept of entropy, arising from a
first law containing an energy-supply term which equals
surface gravity times a total differential. A statistical
or quantum definition of black-hole entropy would also
be welcome, but to our knowledge, existing methods as-
sume at least instantaneous stationarity, e.g. Ashtekar et
al. [16], or a lower dimension, e.g. Carlip [17].
It is also interesting that both methods formally hold
not just on a black-hole horizon, but anywhere in the
space-time, as do all the equations displayed above.
Whether any surface in any space-time should have an
entropy related to its area is arguable, but this does con-
cur with the entanglement entropy approach [18].
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